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[57] ABSTRACT 
A ?re alarm system comprises a central control station 
feeding through a plurality of parallel supply lines a 
direct current voltage to a corresponding plurality of 
remote alarm stations. Each station has a ?re sensor 
including a reference ionization chamber and a measur 
ing ionization chamber, both chambers being connected 
in series between the two supply lines and having a 
common intermediate electrode. A ?eld effect transis 
tor has a gate electrode connected to'the intermediate 
electrode of the ionization chambers and a source drain 
conducting channel the conductivity of which is con 
trolled by the gate electrode. The input resistance and 
the input capacitance of the ?eld effect transistor is 
connected parallel to the reference ionization chamber 
and de?nes therewith a ?rst relatively short time con 
stant of about two seconds. A two-stage switching am 
pli?er is controlled by the channel of the ?eld effect 
transistor and its output controls a light emitting'diode 
serving as an indicator of the operative condition of the 
alarm station. The switching ampli?er includes an inte 
grating capacitor de?ning with the input resistance of 
the ampli?er a second relatively low time constant of 
about 20 milliseconds, for example. The difference be 
tween the two time constants is utilized for checking 
from the central station the operative condition of re 
spective remote alarm stations. 

9 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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SMOKE ALARM STATION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ' 

This invention relates generally ‘to a remote" smoke 
alarm station and more particularly itrelates to such a 
station for use in a ?re alarm system havinga central 
control station and a plurality the remote smoke‘ alarm 
stations each connected to the control station by a pair 
of direct current supply wires for feeding an ionization 
sensor of a smoke detecting circuit. Each detecting 
circuit includes a measuring ionization chamber con 
nected in series via a common intermediate electrode 
with a reference ionization chamber; the intermediate 
electrode is connected to a gage electrode of a ?eld 
effect transistor the output of which is connected to an 
electronic switching circuit having two stable states,‘ 
namely a high ohmic state corresponding to a ready 
condition and a low ohmic state corresponding to an 
alarm condition which is signaled via the supply wires 
into the central station. ' 
A ?re alarm system of this kind is known from the 

German publication DT-OS No. 2,261,179. In order to 
avoid false alarms resulting from the activationtof the 
alarm station caused by the response of the alarm station 
to interferences in the supply wires, each alarm station 
includes a control pulse generator and a resetting pulse 
generator for feeding an electronic switching circuit 
made for example in the form of a feedback switching 
ampli?er having two stable states. This known system, 
however, does not make possible to test the operative 
condition of the respective alarm stations from the cen 
tral station in spite of relatively complex circuitry in 
each alarm station. Since the alarm systems of this type 
have frequently an extremely large number of remote 
alarm stations, the cost of this system is relatively high. 
From the German Patent DT-PS No. 1,566,687, a ?re 

alarm system is also known which has parallel con 
nected ionization alarm stations fed from corresponding 
direct current supply lines and having an electronic 
switching circuit which stores the alarm indication, that 
means, it remains activated even when the alarm releas 
ing conditions have ceased to exist. In this system it is 
possible to extinguish from the central control station 
the stored alarm conditions in respective alarm stations 
by simply interrupting the supply voltage from the 
signaling and supply lines. 'However, when the opera 
tive condition of the alarm stations is to be tested from 
the central station, there is necessary to provide a third 
testing conduit in addition to the two supply conduits 
and moreover an indication circuit in the central station 
is necessary. > k I 

Finally, from the German publication DT-AS No. 
1,766,440, a ?re alarm system is known which permits 
the testing of working condition of respective alarm 
stations from the central station without the use of the 
third testing conductor. In this system, each signaling 
and supply line is not fed by a direct current voltage but 
instead, is fed by an alternating current voltage and 
each alarm station is designed such as to have a high 
impedance for one polarity of the supplied voltage and 
a low impedance for the other polarity‘ of the supply 
voltage whereby in the ease of a ?re ‘alarm the two 
impedances are reversed. The central stationwis pro 
vided with‘ means for separate reading of the impedance 
betweenthe conductors of a line during the change of 
the two polarity signs of the’supplied voltage and thus 
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distinguish between the activation causedby the alarm ' 

2 
or by the interference. This arrangement, however, 
necessitates again a substantially increased cost of the 
circuitry involved; in addition such a system employing 
an alternating ‘current for feeding the remote alarm 
stations is more sensitive to interference or false signals 
induced into the supply line than the system using alarm 
stations fed with a direct current voltage. 

. SUMMARY. OF THE INVENTION 

‘It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
. ?re alarm system of the above described type in which 
each remote smoke alarm station requires a relatively 
small number of component parts. 
Another object of this invention is to provide such an 

improved ?re alarm system which enables in a very 
simple manner to test the operative condition of individ 
ual remote alarm stations from the central control sta 
tion. ‘ 

According to this invention, the above objects are 
attained by providing in each remote smoke alarm sta 
tion a ?eld effect transistor having a source drain con 

, ducting channel and a gate de?ning an input capacity 
which is charged via the measuring ionization chamber, 
an electronic switching circuit having two stable states 
and including an integrating capacitor serving for sup 
pressing short output signals from the ?eld effect tran 
sistor and de?ning with the switching circuit a time 
constant which is shorter than the time constant of the 
input capacity and resistance of the ?eld effect transis 
tor so that by interrupting the supply voltage to the 
alarm station for a time period which is smaller than the 
time constant‘of the input capacitance and resistance of 
the ?eld effect transistor but larger than the discharging 
time constant of the integrating capacitor, the switching 
condition indicative of an alarm is reset to its initial 
condition. > - 

In the preferred embodiment, the electronic switch 
ing circuit is in the form of a feedback connected 
switching ampli?er. 

Preferably, the switching ampli?er includes an input 
transistor controlled by the ?eld effect transistor and a 
working transistor controlled by the input transistor, 
the integrating capacitor being connected parallel to the 
base-emitter circuit of the working'transistor and the 
emitter collector circuit of the working transistor being 
connected between the supply conductors in series with 
a'load resistor. 
border to make the sensitivity of the response of 

each smoke alarm station substantially independent 
vfrom the ambient temperature, the source electrode of 
the ?eld effect transistor is connected to a voltage di 
vider which includes at least one semi-conductive ele 
ment having temperature dependent resistance adapted 
for compensating the temperature dependence of the 
?eld effect transistor. This semi-conductive element can 
be, for example, a germanium diode connected in block 
ing direction. 

‘ Each smoke alarm station has an optical indicator for 
indicating its operative condition. Such an indication 
can be made in a very simple manner by extending the 
load resistor by at least two additional series resistors, 
one of which is connected in parallel to a light emitting 
diode. I I . 

In another embodiment which permits a remote opti 
cal indication of the operative condition of each alarm 
‘station, the load'res'istance which consists of three series 
connected resistors includes anelecto-optical coupling 
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member parallel connected to one of the load resistors. 
Preferably, the output of the electro-optical coupling 
member controls an amplifying transistor. 
The novel features which are considered as charac 

teristic of the invention are set forth in particular in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, however, both as 
to its construction and its method of operation, together 
with additional objects and advantages thereof, will be 
best understood from the following description of a 
spe-l?c embodiment when read in connection with the 
accompanying drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The single FIGURE illustrates a schematic circuit 
diagram of one embodiment of an alarm station of a ?re 
alarm system of this invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The smoke alarm station 1 includes a sensor assem 
bled of a measuring ionization chamber MK, connected 
in series with a reference ionization chamber RK and 
connected via a resistor R21 across the conductors 2 
and 3 of a line for supplying direct current voltage from 
a nonillustrated central station. The reference and mea 
suring ionization chambers have a common intermedi 
ate electrode which is connected to a gate electrode g of 
a conductive N-channel ?eld effect transistor R1 that 
hereinafter will be referred to shortly as FET. For 
reasons which will be explained below, the series con 
nection of the measuring ionization chamber MK and 
the reference ionization chamber RK is connected to 
the supply voltage in such a manner that the resulting 
input capacitance CE and consequently the input resis 
tance RE of the gate of FET T1 as indicated by dashed 
lines in the drawing are connected parallel to the refer 
ence ionization chamber RK. 
The source electrode s of FET T1 receives, via the 

runner of a potentiometer R2 which is a part of a volt 
age divider, a bias voltage that is adjusted such that the 
FET T1 is normally blocked. The voltage divider in 
cludes a series connected resistor R1, the trimmer po 
tentiometer R2 and resistor R3 whereby series connec 
tion of diode D1 connected in blocking direction and 
resistor R4 is connected parallel to the resistor R1. The 
diode D1, preferably a germanium diode connected in 
blocking direction, serves for compensating the temper 
ature dependency of the sensitivity setting of the FET 
T1. The input resistance RE of FET T1 decreases 
namely with the increasing temperature. As a result, the 
gate voltage decreases and the FET becomes more 
sensitive. Since, however, the reverse current through 
the diode D1 simultaneously increases with the increas 
ing temperature, the bias voltage from wiper of the 
trimmer potentiometer R2 shifts toward the more posi 
tive value of the direct current voltage supplied by the 
conductors of the supplied line, and the input sensitivity 
of the FET is temperature compensated and remains 
constant. 
The drain electrode d of FET T1 is connected via 

resistor R5 to the positive potential. In addition, the 
drain electrode is connected via coupling resistor R6 to 
the bases of input P-N-P transistor T2 of a bistable 
switching ampli?er having two complementary 
switches. Resistor R10 is connected in the collector 
circuit of this P-N-P transistor T2 and the collector of 
the latter transistor is coupled via coupling resistor R7 
to the base of the complementary N-P-N transistor T3 
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4 
acting as the working transistor of the switching ampli 
?er. Parallel to the base-emitter path of the working 
transistor T3 a delay capacitor C1 is connected the 
function of which will be explained below. The collec 
tor of working transistor T3 is connected to the positive 
potential by series connected resistors R8 and R9. The 
collector of working transistor T3 is further connected 
via feedback resistor R11 to the common connection 
point of resistors R5 and R6 and the drain electrode of 
FET T1. 
To indicate the condition of the alarm station, the 

light emitting diode D2 is connected across resistor R9 
in the collector circuit of the working transistor T3. In 
addition, an electro-optical coupling circuit K can be 
connected if desired parallel to the resistor R21 which 
acts as a common load resistor for the whole alarm 
station. The electro-optical coupling member enables an 
external indication of the condition of the alarm station 
through its power supply line without noticeably load 
ing the latter. The output circuit of the electro-optical 
coupling member is connected via a voltage divider 
formed by resistors R23 and R24 to the base of a booster 
transistor T4 the collector of which is connected to a 
separate current source via resistor R22. 

Provided that the remote indication and conse 
quently the electro-optical coupling member K is dis 
pensed with, the common load resistor R21 can also be 
removed without the necessity to modify the values of 
the component parts of the circuit in the alarm station 
proper. In other words, the load resistor 21 serves 
merely for the generation of an input voltage for the 
particular electro-optical coupling member. 
The operation of the above-described alarm station is 

as follows: 

(a) Switching-on step 
When the operating direct current voltage is applied 

to the supply lines 2 and 3 then due to the fact that the 
input capacitance CE of the FET T1 is connected paral 
lel to the reference ionization chamber, the prevailing 
part of the supplied voltage at the moment of switching 
on is applied across the measuring ionization chamber 
MK. With increasing charging of this input capacitance 
CE through the measuring ionization chamber MK, the 
gate potential of the FET decreases from its initial posi 
tive value to a voltage which upon the completion of 
the charging of capacitance CE is determined by the 
voltage divider constituted by the measuring ionization 
chamber MK and the series connected circuit formed 
by the parallel connection of the reference ionization 
chamber RK and the input resistance RE of the FET 
T1. 
The resulting time constant determined by the input 

capacitance CE is set to be several seconds, for example 
?ve seconds, so that the check-up of the working condi 
tion of the alarm station can be carried out in a veryy 
simple manner, as it will be explained below. 

(b) In the case of an alarm 

When smoke enters the measuring ionization cham 
ber MK, the resistance of the latter increases. As a re 
sult, the gate potential of the FET T1 grows more posi 
tive, its channel resistance becomes low ohmic and a 
current starts flowing via resistor R5, the conductive 
channel between the source and drain of the FET T1, 
potentiometer R2 and resistor R3. This current gener 
ates a voltage drop across the resistor R5 which renders 
the input transistor T2 of the switching ampli?er con 
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ductive. The working transistor T3 of the switching 
ampli?er becomes therefore also conductive with a 
small delay determined by the delay capacitor C1. The 
collector potential of transistor T3 which thus drops 
toward the negative potential is fed back via resistors 
R11 and R6 to the base of the input transistor T2 so that 
the switching process from the high ohmic to the low 
ohmic condition of the switching ampli?er is acceler 
ated and besides, the low ohmic switching condition is 
maintained even when the control signal generated by 
FET T1 disappears. In this manner, the switching am 
pli?er acts also for storing the alarm signal. 
The current of several milliamperes for example, 

flowing during the low ohmic condition of the switch 
ing ampli?er from the positive line conductor via resis 
tor 21 and the electro-optical coupling member K, the 
resistor R9 and the light emitting diode D2, resistor R8 
and the working transistor T3 to the negative line con 
ductor, provides for the registration of the alarm signal 
in the non-illustrated central station then. The electro 
optical coupling member K causes the switching to a 
low ohmic condition of ampli?er T4 of a remote indica 
tor and ?nally activate the light emitting diode D2 of 
the alarm station itself. 

(0) Switching-off step 
If the supply voltage is interrupted, two discharging 

or clearing processes take place: 
Capacitor C1 discharges via resistors R7 and R10. 
The input capacity CE of the FET T1 discharges via 

the reference ionization chamber RK. 
The time constant of delay capacitor C1 is selected by 

a suitable adjustment of the capacitor C1 such that it is 
relatively short such as for example about 20 millisec 
ond so that during the reconnection of the supply volt 
age the working transistor T3 is not reactivated by the 
residual load of the capacitor C1. - 
The input capacity CE of the FET T1 discharges 

through the reference ionization chamber RK. After 
about two seconds, the discharge progresses so far that 
on a new switching-on of the supply voltage the loading 
current of the input capacity CE permits the generation 
of a new alarm signal. ' 

The difference between the two time constants is 
utilized for the clearance of the stored alarm condition. 
In order to extinguish or clear the existing state of the 
alarm station,v the supply voltage of the alarm station (or 
of the whole alarm line) is interrupted for a time period 
which is larger than the time constant determined by 
delay capacitor C1 but smaller than the time constant 
determined by the input capacitance CE, that means in 
the given example the interruption period lies between 
20 milliseconds and 2 seconds. Provided that during this 
interruption no or negligible amount .of aerosols take 
place in the measuring ionization chamber MK, the 
switching ampli?er T2 and T3 resumes due to such an 
interruption its high ohmic state again, nonetheless the 
electrical potentials at the input of the circuit of the 
alarm station change so little that no false alarm is gen 
erated. 
A short variation of the potential on the drain elec 

trode of the FET T1 which occurs due to the reapplica 
tion of the supply voltage as well as due to other impul 
sive interferences occuring during the above-mentioned 
interruption period, do not switch the switching ampli 
?er into its low ohmic state because the integrating 
capacitor C1 is not suf?ciently charged by the instanta 
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6 
neous conductivity of the input transistor T2 to make 
the working transistor T3 conductive. 

Because of the considerable difference between the 
two time constants the time necessary for the switching 
off or interruption of the supplied voltage and thus of 
the clearing of the start alarm condition is not critical. 

(d) The check-up of operative condition 
The switching-on process of the alarm station of the 

entire alarm transmitting line is employed simulta 
neously as a check-up step of‘ the operative condition of 
the latter. In the ?rst place, all alarm stations have to be 
switched on into their alarm condition. Subsequently, 
this alarm condition is extinguished by the aforemen 
tioned momentary interruption of the supply voltage 
and all alarm stations are brought into their normal rest 
condition. 

If an alarm station becomes excessively polluted due 
to adverse ambient conditions, so it cannot be extin 
guished in the above manner. This malfunctioning 
alarm unit can be easily pinpointed either by means of 
the light emitting diode D2 and/or by means of the 
remote indicator K, and exchanged. 
What is claimed as new and desired to be protected 

by Letters Patent is set forth in the appended claims: 
1. In a ?re alarm system having a central control 

station and a plurality of remote smoke alarm stations 
connected, respectively, to the control station by a pair 
of supply conductors for delivering a direct current 
voltage, a combination comprising in each of said alarm 
stations a smoke sensor including a reference ionization 
chamber and a measuring ionization chamber, said 
chambers being connected in series between said supply 
conductors and having a common intermediate elec 
trode, a ?eld effect transistor having a source, a drain 
and a gate, said gate being connected to said intermedi 
ate electrode, and a conductive channel between said 
source and drain being controlled by said gate, said 
source and said drain being coupled to said supply con 
ductors in such a manner that the input capacitance and 
the input resistance of said ?eld effect transistor are 
parallel to said reference ionization chamber and de?ne 
therewith a relatively long ?rst time constant; a two 
stage switching ampli?er coupled between said supply 
conductors and having an input and an output, said 
input being controlled by said conductive channel and 
having an input resistance; an integrating capacitor 
coupled to said input resistance of said switching ampli 
?er to de?ne therewith a second time constant which is 
shorter than said ?rst time constant; and indicating 
means coupled to said output of the switching ampli?er 
to indicate the operative condition of said alarm station. 

2. The combination as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
switching ampli?er includes a feedback circuit. 

3. The combination as de?ned in claim 2 wherein said 
switching ampli?er includes two complementary tran 
sistor stages, the ?rst stage being controlled by said 
channel of said ?eld effect transistor, said integrating 
capacitor being connected across the base emitter path 
of said second stage transistor and the emitter collector 
path of the second stage transistor being connected 
between said supply conductors in series with a load 
resistor. 

4. The combination as de?ned in claim 3 further in 
cluding a voltage divider connected between said sup 
ply conductors for supplying a bias voltage to the 
source electrode of said ?eld effect transistor, a part of 
said voltage divider including a temperature sensitive 
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semiconductive element for compensating the tempera 
ture sensitivity of said ?eld effect transistor. 

5. The combination as de?ned in claim 4 wherein said 
temperature sensitive semiconductive element is a ger 
manium diode connected in blocking direction parallel 
to a part of said voltage divider. 

6. The comination as de?ned in claim 3 wherein the 
load resistor of said second stage of said switching am 
pli?er includes series connected resistors and said indi 
cating means including a light emitting diode connected 
parallel to one of said resistors. 

7. The combination as de?ned in claim 6 wherein said 
series connection of load resistors includes an additional 
series resistor connected to one of said conductors and 
an electro-optical coupling member connected in paral 
lel to said additional resistor. 

8. The combination as de?ned in claim 7 wherein said 
electro-optical coupling member further includes an 
amplifying transistor connected to its output and fed by 
a separate source. 
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8 
9. A smoke alarm station comprising D.C. supply 

conductors; a reference ionization chamber and a mea 
suring ionization chamber connected in series between 
said conductors; a ?eld effect transistor having a gate 
circuit connected parallel to said reference ionization 
chamber, a conductive source-drain channel controlled 
by said gate circuit, said gate circuit having an input 
capacity which is charged via said measuring ionization 
chamber and an input resistance de?ning with said input 
capacity a relatively long, ?rst time constant; a bistable 
switching circuit fed by said conductors and controlled 
by said source drain channel, said switching circuit 
including an integrating capacitor for suppressing short 
output signals from said channel, said capacitor de?ning 
with said switching circuit a second time constant 
which is shorter than said ?rst time constant of said gate 
circuit so that by interrupting the direct current from 
said supply conductors for a time period which is be 
tween said ?rst and second time constants, the switch 
ing condition of said switching circuit indicative of an 
alarm is reset to the other switching condition. 

‘I i 1k i ‘I 


